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Abstract
We classify self-adjoint operators and pairs of Hermitian forms over the real quaternions
by providing canonical matrix representations. In the preliminaries we discuss the Jordan
canonical form theorem for quaternionic linear endomorphisms. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Classification theorems for pairs of Hermitian, symmetric, skew-Hermitian and
skew-symmetric forms over C, R and other fields are classical and go back to Weier-
strass and Kronecker, see [12] for an overview and 225 references. However, pairs of
Hermitian forms over the quaternions have been classified just in 1991 by Sergeichuk
[11]. He provided a canonical form for such pairs in which Frobenius- and related
matrices occur. In the present paper we give an alternative version of the classifica-
tion theorem. The canonical form we obtain coincides with the well-known one for
pairs of Hermitian forms over C, see [5]. We also provide a representation by real
matrices.
The paper is subdivided into two parts, the preliminary and the main part. In
the preliminaries we remind the reader of some facts of linear algebra over the
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quaternions and give a possibly new proof of the Jordan canonical form theorem
for quaternionic linear endomorphisms. Other proofs of this theorem may be found
in [7,14]. In the main part of this paper we classify pairs of quaternionic Hermitian
forms where one form is assumed to be nondegenerate. In the proof we apply the
same methods which are used in [5,10]. These methods yield a classification of
self-adjoint operators too.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Real quaternions
We consider the non-commutative real division algebra of quaternions
H D f1 C 2 iC 3 C 4i j k 2 Rg;
where i2 D 2 D −1 , i D −i. The conjugate and the modulus, the real and the
imaginary part of  D 1 C 2 iC 3 C 4 i 2 H are defined by
 VD 1 − 2 i− 3 − 4 i; jj VD
p
 D
q
21 C 22 C 23 C 24;
Re./ VD 1 D 12 .C /; ImH./ VD 2 iC 3 C 4 i D 12 .− /:
The multiplicative inverse of  2 H VD H n f0g is given by the formula −1 D
=jj2: The conjugation  7−!  is an involutory antiautomorphism (involution) of
H, i.e.
 D ;  D ; C  D C  for all ; 2 H:
Quaternions of the form  D 1 C 2 i where 1; 2 2 R will be identified with the
complex numbers. So each  2 H can uniquely be written in the form  D 1 C
2  with 1; 2 2 C: We have the commutation rule
 D  for all  2 C: (1)
The multiplicative group H acts on H via
.; / 7−! a./ VD −1 for all  2 H;  2 H:
Two quaternions are called similar if they are in the same orbit of this action. The
mappings a are the only R-algebra-automorphisms of H (see [8]), and we have the
equivalence
a D idH ,  2 center of H ,  2 R:
Proposition 2.1. 1; 2 2 H are similar iff Re.1/ D Re.2/ and jImH.1/j D
jImH.2/j.
Proof. See [16]. 
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Corollary 2.2. Each similarity class c VD fa./ j 2 Hg contains exactly one
element " in the closed upper half-plane C" VD fz 2 C j Im.z/ > 0g of C. c con-
tains also the conjugate ". c has only one element iff  D " 2 R:
2.2. Linear mappings and eigenvalues
Let X;Y be right vector spaces over H. A mapping  V X! Y is called semilin-
ear with respect to the automorphism a if
(a) .x1 C x2/ D .x1/C .x2/ for all x1; x2 2 X;
(b) .x/ D .x/ a./ for all x 2 X;  2 H:
 is called H (resp. C)-linear if (a) and (b0) hold, where
(b0) .x/ D .x/  for all x 2 X; 2 H (resp.  2 C/:
Analogous definitions hold for left vector spaces. Since H is a non-commutative
ring the scalar multiplications
m V X! X; m.x/ VD x for all x 2 X;  2 H
are not linear in general. However, we have the easily verified proposition.
Proposition 2.3.
(1) m is a-semilinear for all  2 H.
(2) m is H-linear iff  2 R:
(3) m is C-linear iff  2 C:
We have to be careful with the notion of linearity if we use matrices, as the
following proposition shows.
Proposition 2.4. ForA 2 Hmn let A V Hn ! Hm be defined by A.x/ VD Ax for
all x 2 Hn.
(a) If we regard Hn and Hm as right vector spaces over H then A is H-linear for
all A 2 Hmn. Moreover, for each H-linear map  V Hn! Hm there exists
exactly one matrix A 2 Hmn such that  D A.
(b) If we regard Hn and Hm as left vector spaces over H then A is H-linear if and
only if A 2 Rnm.
Proof. (a) is obvious. (b) IfAx D Ax for all  2 H; x 2 Hn thenA D A for all
 2 H, i.e. the entries of A commute with all quaternions and are therefore real. 
In view of this proposition we will use right vector spaces throughout this pa-
per. 1 By EndH.X/ we denote the set of all H-linear endomorphisms of the right
1 Note that each left vector space X over H can be endowed with the structure of a right vector space by
defining multiplication from the right as x VD x for all x 2 X;  2 H:
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vector space X. X is supposed to be finite-dimensional from now on. A basis B D
.b1; : : : ; bn/ of X induces a coordinate map
x D
nX
kD1
bk k 2 X 7−! TxUB VD .1; : : : ; n/T 2 Hn;
where T denotes the transpose. For every  2 EndH.X/ there exists exactly one
matrix TUB 2 Hnn such that
T.x/UB D TUB TxUB for all x 2 X:
 2 H is called an eigenvalue of  2 EndH.X/ if there is an x 2 X n f0g such that
.x/ D x. Let ./ denote the spectrum of , i.e. the set of all eigenvalues of .
From .x/ D x it follows that .x/ D x D .x/.−1/ D .x/a./ for
all  2 H. So we have
 2 ./ , a./ 2 ./ for all  2 H , c  ./: (2)
The quaternionic vector space X is a complex vector space of double dimension.
If we regard  as a C-linear endomorphism of X, then  has the complex spectrum
C./ VD ./ \ C: By combining (2) and Corollary 2.2 we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Let  2 EndH.X/. Then C./ is symmetric with respect to the real
axis and the spectrum of  is
./ D
]
2./\C"
c;
where ] denotes the disjoint union.
For quaternionic square matrices two kinds of eigenvalues can be defined:  2 H
is called a left (right) eigenvalue of A 2 Hnn if Ax D  x .Ax D x/ for some x 2
Hn n f0g. Both kinds of eigenvalues have been investigated in the literature, see e.g.
[2,4,9,15,16]. The right eigenvalues are exactly the eigenvalues of A 2 EndH.Hn/,
where A is defined as in Proposition 2.4. The left eigenvalues do not fit into our
abstract setup and will not be used in this paper.
2.3. The Jordan canonical form
We will discuss now the Jordan canonical form for linear endomorphisms of
quaternionic right vector spaces. To this end we introduce some notation:  de-
notes the direct sum of matrices and the direct sum of quaternionic subspaces, while
C denotes the direct sum of complex subspaces. For  2 EndH.X/ the -invariant
subspace generated by x 2 X is given by
hxi VD
(
nX
kD0
k.x/k
 n 2 N; k 2 H
)
:
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An upper triangular Jordan block is denoted by
Jp./ VD
266664
 1 0

.
.
.
.
.
. 1
0 
377775 2 Hpp:
In Section 3 we will also use the real Jordan blocks
J2p.a; b/ VD
266664
K I 0
K
.
.
.
.
.
. I
0 K
377775 2 R2p2p;
K VD

a −b
b a

2 R22; I VD

1 0
0 1

:
By a system of vectors we mean an n-tuple of vectors in a vector space X.
The Jordan decomposition theorem for nilpotent endomorphisms is as follows.
Theorem 2.6. Let  2 EndH.X/ be nilpotent .i.e. p D 0 for some p 2 N>1 D
f1; 2; : : :g/. Then there exist vectors xp;k 2 X.p 2 N>1; 1 6 k 6 dp 2 N D f0;
1; : : :g/ such that
X D
M
p2N>1
dpM
kD1
hxp;ki and p.xp;k/ D 0 =D p−1.xp;k/ for allp; k:
The system
B VD .p0−1.xp0;1/; : : : ; p−1.xp;k/; p−2.xp;k/; : : : ;
.xp;k/; xp;k; : : : ; xp1;dp1 /
.p0 VD minfp j dp =D 0g; p1 VD maxfp j dp =D 0g/
is a basis of X and with respect to this basis  has the matrix representation
TUB D
M
p 2N>1
dpM
kD1
Jp.0/:
In such a decomposition the numbers dp are uniquely determined and given as
follows. Let Up VD kerp−1 C .kerp \ range /. If Up D kerp then dp D 0. If
Up =D kerp then dp =D 0 and the system .xp;k C Up/16k6dp is a basis of the quotient
space kerp=Up. Thus
dp D dim.kerp=Up/ for all p 2 N>1:
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Proof. The standard proofs of this theorem for nilpotent endomorphisms over fields
work for skew fields too; especially for H. 
For each  2 EndH.X/ and all  2 C let
E./ VD fx 2 Xj . −m/p.x/ D 0 for some p 2 N>1g:
If we regard X as vector space over C and  as C-linear endomorphism of X then
E./ is the generalized eigenspace of  with respect to the eigenvalue . Especially,
E./ =D f0g iff  2 ./.
Theorem 2.7 (Jordan decomposition theorem). Let X be a finite-dimensional right
vector space over H and  2 EndH.X/.
(a) If  2 R; then E./ is a -invariant quaternionic subspace of X.
(b) If  2 C n R then E./ is a -invariant complex subspace of X and the multi-
plication by  is a C-antilinear isomorphism
mjE

./ V E./! E./I
especially dimC E./ D dimCE./. The direct sum E./C E./ is a -
invariant quaternionic subspace of X and each basis of the complex space E./
is also a basis of the quaternionic space E./C E./.
(c) X has the direct decomposition
X D
M
2./\R
E./
M
2. ./\C"/nR
(
E./C E./

: (3)
(d)  has a matrix representation
TUB D
M
2./\C"
M
p2N>1
dp.;/M
kD1
Jp./:
The numbers dp.; / are unique and by choice of a suitable basis eB instead of
B each Jordan blockJp./ can be replaced byJp.e/; wheree 2 c.
Proof. (a) holds since  −m is H-linear if  2 R. The statements of (b) except
for the last follow from the commutation rule (1). To show the last statement, let
S D .x1; : : : ; xr / be a C-linearly independent system of vectors in E./ and .1/k ,

.2/
k 2 C, k 2 f1; : : : ; rg, such that 0 D
Pr
kD1 xk.
.1/
k C .2/k / D y1 C y2 ; where
yl VDPrkD1 xk.l/k , l D 1; 2: Then we have y1; y2 2 E./ and y2  2 E./. From
E./ \ E./ D f0g it follows that y1 D y2 D 0, and from the C-linear independ-
ence of S we conclude that .1/k D .2/k D 0. So S is linearly independent over H
and if S is a basis of the complex vector space E./ then S is a basis of the
quaternionic space E./C E./. (c) is a consequence of (a), (b) and the Jordan
decomposition theorem for C-linear endomorphisms. (d) Because of (c) we can
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treat the quaternionic subspaces in the decomposition (3) separately. Consider first a
 2 ./ \ R. Then  VD . −m/jE

./ is a nilpotent H-linear endomorphism of
E

./ and according to the last theorem there is a basis B of E./ such that
T UB D
M
p 2N>1
dp.;/M
kD1
Jp.0/
with uniquely determined dp.; /. Since TjE

./UB D TmjE ./ C  UB D
[m]B C T UB we have
TjE

./UB D
M
p 2N>1
dp.;/M
kD1
Jp./: (4)
Next take a  2 . ./ \ C"/ n R. By the Jordan decomposition theorem for C-
linear endomorphisms there is a basis B of the complex space E./ such that (4)
holds. However, by (b), B is a quaternionic basis of E./C E./, so, if we
regard jE

./CE ./ as a quaternionic endomorphism,
TjE

./CE ./UB D
M
p 2N>1
dp.;/M
kD1
Jp./:
Finally let .x1; : : : ; xp/ be a Jordan chain for  in B corresponding to the Jordan
blockJp./, i.e.
.xk/ D xk C xk−1 for 1 6 k 6 p where x0 VD 0:
Ife D −1 with  2 H then we have
.xk / D .xk /eC .xk−1 / for 1 6 k 6 p;
so .x1 ; : : : ; xp/ is a Jordan chain corresponding to the blockJp.e/. 
2.4. Hermitian forms
Definition 2.8. A Hermitian form on a right vector space X over H is a mapping
h V X X! H with the following properties:
(a) h.x1 C y1; x2 C y2/ D h.x1; x2/C h.x1; y2/C h.y1; x2/C h.y1; y2/
for all x1; x2; y1; y2 2 XI
(b) h.x; y/ D h.x; y/; h.x; y/ D h.x; y/ for all x; y 2 X;  2 HI
(c) h.y; x/ D h.x; y/:
From (c) it follows that
h.x; x/ 2 R for all x 2 X: (5)
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Moreover the following so called polarization identity holds.
4h.x; y/ D h.x C y; x C y/− h.x − y; x − y/
C i .h.xiC y; xiC y/− h.xi− y; xi− y//
C  .h.xC y; xC y/− h.x− y; x− y//
C i .h.xiC y; xiC y/− h.xi− y; xi− y// for all x; y 2 X:
Consequently,
h D 0 iff h.x; x/ D 0 for all x 2 X: (6)
A Hermitian form h is called nondegenerate if the antilinear mappingbh V X! X; bh.x/.y/ VD h.x; y/ for all x; y 2 X
is bijective, where X is the dual space of X, i.e. the left vector space of all H-
linear mappings f V X! H. Two vectors x; y 2 X are called orthogonal if h.x; y/
D 0. The orthogonal companion of a subspace U  X is defined as
U
?h VD fx 2 X j h.x; y/ D 0 for all y 2 Ug:
If the restriction hjUU is nondegenerate, then we have the direct decomposition
X D U  U?h :
See [3] for a proof. A matrix A 2 Hrr is called Hermitian if A D A, where A
denotes the conjugate tranpose of A. Let S D .x1; : : : ; xr / be a system of vectors in
X. Then the Hermitian matrix ThUS VD .h.xj ; xk//j;k6r is called the Gramian of S
with respect to h. We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. If ThUS is nonsingular, then S is linearly independent.
Proof. From
Pr
kD1 xkk D 0, it follows that
Pr
kD1 h.xj ; xk/k D 0 for all j 6 r ,
in matrix notation ThUS.1; : : : r /T D 0, and so k D 0 for all k 6 r , because ThUS
is nonsingular. 
Let B D .b1; : : : ; bn/, C D .c1; : : : ; cn/ be bases of X and let S 2 Hnn be the
matrix with TxUB D STxUC for all x 2 X. Then
 h.x; y/ D TxUB ThUB TyUB for all x; y 2 X; h is nondegenerate iff ThUB is invertible,
 ThUC D S ThUB S:
Hermitian forms on finite-dimensional quaternionic spaces are completely classi-
fied by the following.
Theorem 2.10 (Sylvester’s Law of Inertia). Let h be a Hermitian form on the finite-
dimensional quaternionic vector space X. Then X has a basis B such that
ThUB D diag."1; : : : ; "r/ 0p;
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where 0p is the p  p zero-matrix and "k 2 f−1; 1g. In such a representation the
numbers r, .h/ VD ]fk j "k D 1g and .h/ VD ]fk j "k D −1g are uniquely
determined; namely
rDrankbh;
.h/DmaxfdimU jU subspace of X; h.x; x/ > 0 for all x 2 U n f0gg;
.h/DmaxfdimU jU subspace of X; h.x; x/ < 0 for all x 2 U n f0gg:
We define
signature.h/ VD .h/− .h/ D
rX
kD1
"k:
Proof. See [3]. 
2.5. Self-adjoint operators
Definition 2.11. An operator  2 EndH.X/ is called self-adjoint with respect to a
nondegenerate Hermitian form h on X, if
h.x; .y// D h..x/; y/ for all x; y 2 X:
The basic facts about self-adjoint operators and their connection to Hermitian
forms are given in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.12. Let h0 V X X! H be nondegenerate; dimX 2 N>1.
1. For every Hermitian form h1 on X there is exactly one  2 EndH.X/ such that
h1.x; y/ D h0.x; .y// for all x; y 2 X:
 is self-adjoint with respect to h0.
2. On the other hand let  be h0-self-adjoint. Then the mapping
.x; y/ 7−! h0.x; .y// for all x; y 2 X
is a Hermitian form on X.
3. Let h1 be a Hermitian form on X,  2 EndH.X/ and B be a basis of X, H0 VD
Th0UB; H1 VD Th1UB and F VD TUB. Then
(a)  is h0-self-adjoint iff F H0 D H0 F I
(b) h1.; / D h0.; .// iff H1 D H0F .
Proof. Standard. 
3. Classification of self-adjoint operators and Hermitian pairs
We are now in the position to study our main problem, the classification of self-
adjoint operators and Hermitian pairs on a finite-dimensional quaternionic right vec-
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tor space X. For brevity let us call .h0; ; h1/ an hs-triple (Hermitian-self-adjoint-
triple) on X if h0; h1 V X X! H are Hermitian forms, h0 is nondegenerate,  2
EndH.X/ is h0-self-adjoint and h1.; / D h0.; .//. In the proof of our main result
we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Splitting lemma). Let .h0; ; h1/ be an hs-triple on X and S D .x1; : : : ;
xp/ a system of vectors in X, such that U VD span S is -invariant and Th0US is
nonsingular. ThenW VD U?h0 is also -invariant; h0 is nondegenerate on U and W,
and we have the direct decompositionX D U W;where h1.U;W/ D h0.U;W/ D
f0g: Moreover S is a basis of U, and if C D .c1; : : : ; cs/ is an arbitrary basis of W,
then it holds for the basis B VD .x1; : : : xr ; c1; : : : ; cs/ of X that
.Th0UB; TUB; Th1UB/ D .Th0US; TUS; Th0US TUS/ .Th0UC; TUC; Th1UC/;
where  denotes the direct sum of matrix triples, i.e.
.A1; B1; C1/ .A2; B2; C2/ VD .A1  A2; B1  B2; C1  C2/:
Proof. By the -invariance of U we have
h1.U;W/ D h0.U; .W// D h0..U/;W/  h0.U;W/ D f0g:
So U,W are orthogonal with respect to h1 and W is -invariant. The other facts,
except for the nondegeneracy of h0jWW , follow from the preliminaries. However,
if h0 were degenerate on W, there were an x 2 W such that f0g D h0.x;W/ D h0.x;
U W/ D h0.x;X/, so h0 were degenerate on X. 
We will use this lemma to give matrix representations of hs-triples which are
as simple as possible. The h0-Gramians in these representations are direct sums of
scalar multiples of the backward identities
Ep VD
240 1q
1 0
35 2 Hpp; p 2 N>1;
while the h1-Gramians are built up from blocks of the form
EpJp./ D
266664
0 
1
q q
 1 0
377775 ; E2pJ2p.a; b/ D
266664
0 M
E
q q
M E 0
377775 ;
where
M VD

b a
a −b

2 R22; E VD

0 1
1 0

:
We treat the nilpotent case first. j;k denotes the Kronecker symbol.
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Theorem 3.2 (The nilpotent case). Let .h0; ; h1/ be an hs-triple on X, where  is
nilpotent. Then there are vectors xp;k 2 X and signs ".p/k 2 f−1; 1g with
(a) X D L
p2N>1
Ldp
kD1hxp;ki and p.xp;k/ D 0 =D p−1.xp;k/ for all p; kI
(b) h0
(hxp1;k1i ; hxp2;k2i  D h1 (hxp1;k1i ; hxp2;k2i  D 0
for .p1; k1/ =D .p2; k2/I
(c) h0
(
xp;k; 
j .xp;k/
 D ".p/k p−1;j for all j 2 N:
The matrix representations of h0; h1 and  with respect to the basis
B VD .p0−1.xp0;1/; : : : ; p−1.xp;k/; p−2.xp;k/; : : : ; .xp;k/; xp;k; : : : ;
xp1;dp1
/ .p0 VD minfp j dp =D 0g; p1 VD maxfp j dp 6D 0g/
are
.Th0UB; TUB; Th1UB/ D
M
p2N>1
dpM
kD1

"
.p/
k Ep;Jp.0/; "
.p/
k EpJp.0/

:
In such a decomposition the number of positive and negative signs ".p/k to each p is
unique and given as follows. Let Up VD ker p−1 C .ker p \ range/. h0 induces
Hermitian forms h.p/ on the quotient spaces kerp=Up defined by
h.p/
(
x C Up; y C Up
 VD h0 x; p−1.y/ ;
and for each p 2 N>1 with dp =D 0 the system .xp;k C Up/16k6dp is an h.p/-ortho-
gonal basis of kerp=Up such that h.p/
(
xp;k C Up; xp;k C Up
 D ".p/k : Thus
dpX
kD1
"
.p/
k D signature

h.p/

:
Proof. To prove the existence of the decomposition we proceed by induction. Con-
sider the Hermitian forms
hk V X X! H; hk.x; y/ VD h0.x; k.y//:
If p D 0 =D p−1, then hk D 0 for all k > p and, since h0 is nondegenerate,hp−1 =D
0. According to (5) and (6) there exists an x 2 X with hp−1.x; x/ 2 R n f0g. Let
x1 VD xjhp−1.x; x/j− 12 . Then
hp−1.x1; x1/ DV ".p/ 2 f−1; 1g:
Starting with x1 define a sequence .x1; : : : ; xp/ by
xk VD xk−1 − k−1.xk−1/ck; where ck VD "
.p/
2
hp−k.xk−1; xk−1/ 2 R:
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It is then straightforward to verify, that
 h0.xk; p−1.xk// D hp−1.x1; x1/ D ".p/ for 1 6 k 6 p;
 h0.xk; p−j .xk// D 0; for 2 6 j 6 k 6 p;
 h0.xk; j .xk// D 0 for 1 6 k 6 p 6 j I
in particular
h0.xp; 
j .xp// D ".p/p−1;j for all j 2 N:
From this and the self-adjointness of , it follows that
 h0.p−j .xp/; p−k.xp// D ".p/kCj;pC1;
 h1.p−j .xp/; p−k.xp// D ".p/kCj;pC2 for all k; j 2 N:
Hence the Gramians of the System S VD .p−1.xp/; p−2.xp/; : : : ; .xp/; xp/
are
Th0US D ".p/Ep; Th1US D ".p/EpJp.0/:
Since Ep is nonsingular, we can apply the Splitting lemma and repeat the above
procedure on hxpi?h0 .
The proof of the uniqueness statement is straightforward. 
We present now our main result.
Theorem 3.3. Let .h0; ; h1/ be an hs-triple on the quaternionic right vector space
X.
(a) The quaternionic -invariant subspaces in the direct decomposition
X D
M
2./\R
E./
M
2. ./\C"/nR
(
E./C E./
 (7)
are orthogonal to each other with respect to h0 and h1. h0 is nondegenerate on
each of these spaces.
(b) Let  2 . ./ \C"/ nR. Then the number dp.; / of Jordan blocks Jp./ in
the Jordan canonical form of  is even for each p 2 N>1.
(c) X has a basis B such that
.Th0UB; TUB; Th1UB/
D
M
2. ./\C"/nR
M
p2N>1
1
2 dp.;/M
kD1

0p Ep
Ep 0p

;

Jp./ 0p
0p Jp.N/

;

0p EpJp.N/
EpJp./ 0p


M
2 ./\R
M
p2N>1
dp.;/M
kD1

"
.p/
k; Ep;Jp./; "
.p/
k; EpJp./

;
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where ".p/k; 2 f−1; 1g. Such a matrix representation is unique up to permutation
of the blocks and by choice of a suitable basis eB instead of B each block of the
form
0p Ep
Ep 0p

;

Jp./ 0p
0p Jp.N/

;

0p EpJp.N/
EpJp./ 0p

can be replaced by the block(
E2p;J2p.Re./; Im.//;E2pJ2p.Re./; Im.//

:
Proof. (a) For ;  2 C consider the generalized eigenspaces
E

./ D
[
p2N>1
kerC. −m/p; E ./ D
[
q2N>1
kerC. −m/q:
We use induction on n VD p C q to show that
h0.E ./;E .// D 0 if f; g \ f; g D ;: (8)
For x 2 kerC. −m/, y 2 kerC. −m/ we have
0 D h0.x; . −m/.y/ /− h0. . −m/.x/; y/
D h0.x; y/− h0.x; y/
and if  VD h0.x; y/ were nonzero, it followed that  D −1, a contradiction to
Corollary 2.2. Suppose now, that x 2 kerC. −m/p, y 2 kerC. −m/q , where
p C q D nC 1. Since . −m/.x/ 2 kerC. −m/p−1, . −m/.y/ 2 kerC. −
m/
q−1
, the induction assumption for n yields
0 D h0.x; . −m/.y// D h0.x; .y//− h0.x; y/;
0 D h0.. −m/.x/; y/ D h0..x/; y/− h0.x; y/:
The difference of these relations is again 0 D h0.x; y/− h0.x; y/, so h0.x; y/
D 0. Thus we have shown that the quaternionic subspaces in the decomposition (7)
are mutually orthogonal with respect to h0. However, they are -invariant, so they are
h1-orthogonal too. Finally, if h0 were degenerate on one of the orthogonal addends
it were degenerate on X.
(b) and (c). Because of (a) we can treat the addends in (7) separately. Take  2
./ \ R and consider the nilpotent H-linear operator
 V E./! E./  .x/ VD . −m/.x/:
According to Theorem 3.2 E./ has a basis B such that
.Th0UB; T UB ; Th0. ./; /UB/
D
M
p2N>1
dp.;/M
kD1

"
.p/
k;Ep;Jp.0/; "
.p/
k;EpJp.0/

;
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with unique ".p/k; 2 f−1; 1g. Since jE ./ D m C  , we have
.Th0UB; TUB ; Th1UB/ D
M
p2N>1
dp.;/M
kD1

"
.p/
k;Ep; Jp./; "
.p/
k;EpJp./

:
Next take a  2 . ./ \ C"/ nR. We need the following:
Lemma 3.4. The mapping
.x; y/
s7−! s.x; y/ VD h0.x; y/; x; y 2 E./
is a C-valued and nondegenerate skew-symmetric form on E

./. The C-linear
operator  VD . −m/jE

./ is self-adjoint with respect to s, i.e.
s. .x/; y/ D s.x; .y// for all x; y 2 E./:
Taking this for granted for the moment we see, that the mappings
sj V E./ E./! C; sj .x; y/ VD s.x; j .y//; j 2 N;
are skew-symmetric forms. Since  is nilpotent of degree p, say, we have sj D 0
for j > p and there exists a y 2 E./ with  p−1.y/ =D 0. Moreover, since s is
nondegenerate, there must be an x1 2 E./ such that sp−1.x1; y/ D s.x1;  p−1.y//
D 1. Starting with x1 define a sequence .x1; : : : ; xp/ by
xk VD xk−1 −  p−k.xk−1/ck; where ck VD sp−k.xk−1; y/ 2 C:
Then it holds for x VD xp that
sj .x; y/ D s.x; j .y// D p−1;j for all j 2 N: (9)
Now define for k D 1; : : : ; p,
uk VD  p−k.x/; vk VD  p−k.y/;
k VD uk

1Ci
2

C vk

1−i
2

; k VD uk

1−i
2

C vk

1Ci
2

:
Then we have for k D 1; : : : ; p,
uk D k

1−i
2

C k

1Ci
2

; vk D k

1Ci
2

C k

1−i
2

and
.uk/ D ukC uk−1; .k/ D k Re./C k Im./C k−1;
.vk/ D vkC vk−1; .k/ D k.−Im.//C k Re./C k−1; (10)
where u0 VD v0 VD 0 VD 0 VD 0. Hence the systems S VD .u1; : : : ; up; v1; : : : ;
vp/ and eS VD .1; 1; : : : ; p; p/ span the same -invariant subspaceU. From (9)
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and the fact, that sj .z; z/ D 0 for all j 2 N, z 2 E./, we obtain
h0.uk; vj / D s. p−k.x/;  p−j .y// D s.x; 2p−k−j .y// D pC1;kCj ;
h0.uk; uj / D s. p−k.x/;  p−j .x// D s.x; 2p−k−j .x//
D s2p−k−j .x; x/ D 0;
h0.vk; vj / D s2p−k−j .y; y/ D 0;
h0.k; j / D

1− i
2

h0.uk; uj /

1− i
2

C

1C i
2

h0.vk; vj /

1C i
2

C

1− i
2

h0.uk; vj /

1C i
2

C

1C i
2

h0.vk; uj /

1− i
2

D pC1;kCj ;
h0.k; j / D

1− i
2

h0.uk; uj /

1C i
2

C

1C i
2

h0.vk; vj /

1− i
2

C

1− i
2

h0.uk; vj /

1− i
2

C

1C i
2

h0.vk; uj /

1C i
2

D 0;
h0.k; j / D

1C i
2

h0.uk; uj /

1− i
2

C

1− i
2

h0.vk; vj /

1C i
2

C

1C i
2

h0.uk; vj /

1C i
2

C

1− i
2

h0.vk; uj /

1− i
2

D 0:
Hence the h0-Gramians of the Systems S and eS are
Th0US D Th0UeS D

0p Ep
Ep 0p

D E2p:
Since E2p has full rank, S and eS are linearly independent systems. Thus S and eS
are bases of U, and by (10) we have
TUS D

Jp./ 0p
0p Jp./

; TUeS D J2p.Re./; Im.//:
Apply now the Splitting lemma and repeat the procedure on U
?h0
:
It remains to prove the lemma about the properties of s. We have for all x; y 2
X; 2 C:
s.x; y/ D h0.x; y/ D h0.x; y/ D h0.x; y/ D s.x; y/;
s.x; y/ D h0.x; y/ D h0.x; y/ D s.x; y/:
Thus s is C-bilinear. To see that s.x; y/ 2 C for all x 2 kerC. −m/p, y 2
kerC. −m/q and all p; q 2 N>1, we use induction on n VD p C q again. For
x; y 2 kerC. −m/ we have
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0 D h0.. −m/.x/; y/− h0.x; . −m/.y//
D s.x; y/− s.x; y/:
So  2 C nR commutes with s.x; y/, which is merely possible if s.x; y/ 2 C, as
easily seen. Suppose now, that x 2 kerC. −m/p, y 2 kerC. −m/q , where p C
q D nC 1. The induction assumption for n yields
0 D s.x; . −m/.y// D h0.x; .y//− s.x; y/;
0 D s.. −m/.x/; y/ D h0..x/; y/− s.x; y/:
Take the difference of these relations to see that  commutes with s.x; y/.
To prove the skew-symmetry of s consider the equation
s.x; y/C s.y; x/ D h.x; y/C h.y; x/ D −2Re.h.x; y//:
Since s is C-valued, it follows that s.x; y/C s.y; x/ D 0.
We show now that s is nondegenerate. According to (a) h0 is nondegenerate on
E./C E./, whereE./ D E./. Hence to each y 2 E./ n f0g there exist
x1; x2 2 E./ such that
0 =D h0.x1 C x2; y/ D s.x1; y/C s.x2; y/;
i.e. s.x1; y/ =D 0 or s.x2; y/ =D 0: The s-self-adjointness of  is obvious. 
It is a basic result that two Hermitian forms over C can be simultaneously diag-
onalized if one form is positive definite. This theorem also holds in the quaternionic
case.
Corollary 3.5. Let X be an n-dimensional quaternionic right vector space and
.h0; ; h1/ be an hs-triple on X, where h0 is positive definite .i.e. h0.x; x/ > 0 for
all x 2 X n f0g/. Then f1; : : : ; ng VD ./  R and there is a basis B of X such
that
.Th0UB; TUB; Th1UB/ D .In; diag.1; : : : ; n/; diag.1; : : : ; n// ;
where In is the n n unit matrix.
Proof. If  had a nonreal eigenvalue, then the diagonal of Th0UB in the canonical
matrix representation would contain at least one zero, which corresponds to an x 2
X n f0g with h0.x; x/ D 0. So h0 were not positive definite. Similar arguments hold
if Th0UB contains a block ".p/k; Ep with p > 2 or ".p/k; D −1. 
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